11 Copyright, disclaimer and availability

Copyright

This publication is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial 4.0 International licence. Subject to the source being appropriately acknowledged and the licence terms preserved, it may be copied in whole or in part and incorporated into another document or shared as part of information given, except for use for commercial gain.

The publication also contains resources from institutions; where this material is copied or otherwise reused, both UCISA and the institution concerned should be acknowledged.

Disclaimer

The information contained herein is believed to be correct at the time of issue, but no liability can be accepted for any inaccuracies. The reader is reminded that changes may have taken place since issue, particularly in rapidly changing areas, such as internet addressing, and consequently URLs and email addresses should be used with caution. UCISA cannot accept any responsibility for any loss or damage resulting from the use of the material contained herein.

Availability

The UK HE Learning Space Toolkit is freely available to download for non-commercial use from www.ucisa.ac.uk.